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Brush Docking Set

Sensitive brush

Deep pore brush

Exfoliation brush

 
SC5300

Keep clear radiant skin everyday!
from every morning to evening & Monday to Sunday

Philips Brush docking set combines three unique brushes to be used in different timings for VisaPure range

users. It helps build healthy cleansing routine and keep clear radiance from every morning to every evening &

every Monday to Sunday!

Soft touch in the morning with sensitive brush

Help cleanse excess oiliness and overnight imparities gently

Pore cleansing in the evening with deep pore brush

Deeply clean your pores and help reduce black heads.

Deep cleansing at weekend with exfoliation brush

Remove dead skin cells and keep skin look tender & smooth.

365 days healthy cleansing routine

Special designed brush set for clean and clear skin everyday



VisaPure Range SC5300/00

Highlights Specifications

Brush set with docking palette

Brushes bring effective cleansing benefit and

docking palette helps keep brushes clean and

easy to store.

Sensitive brush

When you wakeup, there is no external dirts on

your face, sensitive brush can help cleanse

excess oiliness and overnight impurities gently,

give you freshness from every morning.

Replace every 3 months.

Deep pore brush

When you get back home, your face has been

covered by pollutions and dirts, deep pore

brush is designed to deeply clean your pores

and helps reduce black heads. You can use it

every evening safely. Replace every 3 months.

Exfoliation brush

Every weekend, it's a time to thoroughly

cleanse your face! Exfoliation brush is speci

cally designed to remove dead skin cells and

keep skin looks tender and smooth. Using it

once per week is enough. Replace every 6

months.

Items included

Protective cap: maintain and keep brush

clean

Instructions for use: User manual

Application areas

Face: Cheeks, Chin, Forehead, Nose

 

Philips Green Logo

Philips Green Products can reduce costs,

energy consumption and CO2 emissions.

How? They offer a significant environmental

improvement in one or more of the Philips

Green Focal Areas – Energy efficiency,

Packaging, Hazardous substances, Weight,

Recycling and disposal and Lifetime

reliability.
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